Abstract
Introduction
The ability to extract "correct-by-construction" programs directly from proofs is the most notable feature of constructive type theories as implemented in Nuprl [ I ] and related systems [8, 2, lo] . However, there still is no established software engineering practice based on the extraction of programs from constructive proofs in any of the constructive systems. A key obstacle to the transition of program extraction methods into practice is the lack of a methodology for extracting clear and readable programs from formal proofs. Often, the extracted programs contain unnecessary structure, artifacts of the constructive proof, that do not contribute to the computational content of the extracted term. Researchers have addressed this problem in various constructive systems in an attempt to improve the efficiency, readability, and understanding of extracted programs [ 11,5, 121. This paper presents a methodology for specification and proof in the Nuprl system that yields clean recursive programs as extracts. The methodology for directly defining recursive functions and proving properties about them is well established in Nuprl practice. Indeed many of the pieces for the new methodology described here are already present in [ 5 ] . The approach described here makes it possible to extract programs from proofs that can be uniformly manipulated by the Nuprl system using current methodology. Although it has always been possible in Nuprl to approach program development from either side, i.e. via verification or extraction, the methodology reported on here allows seamless integration of the two. In some cases the explicit program is already known and then verification is the best approach. In other cases, the complexity of detail in the program makes extraction from a proof the more convenient approach.
A cornerstone of existing Nuprl verification methodology is the happy fact that recursive programs can be defined in the untyped computation system of Nuprl using standard fixed-point combinators'. Once a definition is defined by a general recursive program (a lambda term of Nuprl's untyped programming language) the Nuprl rewrite system is extended to include selective unfolding of the definition to allow for partial evaluation of the function when it is applied to certain well-behaved non-ground terms. For each such abstraction a well-formedness lemma is proved which asserts the abstraction inhabits the appropriate type thus showing termination. Typically, to be of most utility, any number of lemmas characterizing the abstraction with respect to other functions and operators are required. For large verifications the main theorems of a verification are proved using many lemmas, functions and operators defined and verified as just ' The possibility of such definitions was first noticed by Stuart Allen and *This work was performed by the author while a member of the formal methods group at NASA Langley Research Center. The author is currently visiting Come11 University, and can be contacted at 41 16 Upson Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY, 14850. was subsequently put into practice by Doug Howe and Paul Jackson. described. Current Nuprl methodology is one of program verification in type theory; program extraction mechanisms are only applied at the topmost levels of a verification if at all. Although Nuprl offers a powerful environment for program synthesis, its application as a program synthesis tool has been relatively unexplored If the proofs-as-programs interpretation is to be accepted into practice the method must be uniformly applicable at all levels of proof development.
In following sections of the paper the Nuprl type system is introduced, the current methodology for defining functions via general recursion is outlined, and a new methodology is presented that builds on existing methods to allow the proofs-as-programs interpretation to be applied all levels of verification.
An Overview of the Nuprl System
The Nuprl type theory is a sequent presentation of a constructive type theory via type assignment rules. The underlying programming language is untyped and the objective of a proof is to either prove a type is inhabited, i.e. to show that some term (program) is a member of the type, or to show that a term inhabits a particular type. A complete presentation of the type theory can be found in the Nuprl book [ I ] .
The Nuprl system, as distinguished from the type theory, implements a rich environment to support reasoning about and computing with the Nuprl type theory. The system implementing the type theory has evolved since publication of the book but (with a few extensions) the type theory presentcd there is faithfully implemented by the Nuprl system. Complete documentation is included in the Nuprl V4.2 distribution.
The computation system
Nuprl terms include the constructs of its untyped functional programming language with additional constructs for denoting types and propositions. Terms are printed here in typewriter font. The Nuprl computation system provides reduction rules for a left-most outermost (lazy) evaluation strategy. The rules are implemented by the evaluator.
For terms t and t ' we will write t D t ' to indicate that t evaluates to t ' under the reduction rules. In later sections we apply an extended version of the basic computation system via the rewrite facility. For terms t and t ' we will write t DR t ' to indicate that t reduces to t ' in the extended system. ' The Nuprl system is available from Come11 at http://www.cs.comell.edu/lnfo/Projects/Nuprl/nuprl.html or by anonymous ftp from ftp.cs.corne1l.edu.
As usual, the notation t [ t ' / X I denotes the term resulting from the substitution o f t ' for free occurrences of x in t. Similarly, t I t , . . . , t n / x l , . . . , xn I denotes the simultaneous substitution of each ti for each xi in t. We will sometimes write t to denote a vector of terms or variables.
The type theory
A Nuprl type is a term T of the computation system with an associated transitive and symmetric relation denoted by the term x=yET. This relation is known as type membership equality and it respects evaluation in terms x and y (it is an equivalence relation when restricted to members of T). A point of confusion to the tyro is that, unlike set theory, type membership equality is well-formed (is a proposition) only when T is a type and x and y are both elements of type T; if T is not a type or either of x or y (or both) are not elements of T then the term x = y E T denotes nothing, it is nonsense. The term x E T is an encoding of x = x € T Interpreting the type membership equality relation and type membership as types is made sensible via the propositions-as-types interpretation [ l , pg.29-311. In addition to the type membership equality provided with each type, there is an equality on types. Equality of types is intensional i.e. type equality in Nuprl is a structural equality modulo the direct computation rules. This means that, unlike sets which enjoy extensional equality, two types may contain the same elements and share an equality relation but not be equal types. For example, although T and {x : T I T r u e } have the same members and equality relations, they are not equal types in Nuprl.
Like 
Logic via propositions-as-types
A constructive logic is encoded within the Nuprl type theory. The following definitions in the Nuprl V4 core-1 system library encode the logic.
The Nuprl tactics have been built to manipulate both the propositions and types formulation uniformly.
Judgements
Nuprl judgements are the assertions one proves in the system. T ey ar o f t e following form. Nuprl judgements take one o ! two form$: Stating the conditions under which a Nuprl sequent is deemed true are technically complicated by functionality constraints; the reader is referred to the Nuprl book [1, pg. 1411 for a fuller account. Somewhat informally, a judgement asserts that, assuming the hypotheses are well-formed types, and the hypotheses, conclusion and extract terms are functional in those types, then the term S is an inhabited type and the extract s is an inhabitant. The fact that the extract 3The first form subsumes the second; there is really only one form but it is useful to make the distinction as if there were two so we do. term s inhabits S is an artifact of the proof that S is inhabited. If S is inhabited there may be more than one inhabitant and different proofs may yield different inhabitants.
A Nuprl goal is a judgement having no hypotheses. A Nuprl proof is a decorated tree structure having a goal as its root and where the children of each node are instances of sequents justified by the rules of the type theory. A proof of a sequent shows that the goal is both well-formed and inhabited. Given terms inhabiting the hypotheses of a rule, a proof specifies how to construct a term inhabiting the type in the conclusion of the rule; thus, proofs contain instructions for the construction of witness terms. Extraction is the process of constructing a witness term as specified by a proof. The extract of a completed proof of a sequent is a closed term; the extract of an incomplete proof is a term possibly containing free variables.
The Nuprl system
The Nuprl system supports construction of top-down proofs by refinement. The prover is implemented as a tactic based prover in the style of LCF [3] and is built on a base of ML. In Nuprl the proposition-as-types interpretation allows for presentations to be cloaked in either logical or more purely type-theoretic terms.
The system supports a library mechanism which provides for grouping of Nuprl objects. The status and class of an object is indicated in the library by a two character sequence preceding the name of the entry in the library. For the purposes of this paper we are concerned with display form objects, definition objects (or abstractions), theorem objects, and ML objects.
Recursive Function Definitions In Nuprl
In current Nuprl methodology recursive functions are directly defined by applying Curry's Y combinator [5, 71. The Y combinator is defined in the Nuprl system library core-2 as follows:
The methodology for effective use of definitions incorporating Y depend on the rewriting system. The rewrite conversion encapsulates the fixed-point property of the Y combinator:
where F is any term. While the Y itself can not be assigned a type in Nuprl (i.e. it is not well-formed); well-formedness theorems for functions defined using Y show they inhabit the appropriate type. This approach is possible because the fixed-point behavior is justified via Nuprl's direct computation rules which implicitly preserve typing [ 11. Because the direct computation rules preserve typing, well-formedness goals are not generated when the conversion to unfold Y is applied and one is never required to assign a type to Y itself.
Tactic support for the methodology is described in [6, 71
In this paper, and in Nuprl libraries developed by the author, the Y combinator is hidden by the more familiar l e t r e c form. It is defined as follows:
( l e t r e c f Z
The computational behavior of an application of a l e t r e c term is as follows:
i.e. the recursive call is substituted for f in the term b [ f ; t I and the arguments t a r e substituted for the variables 3.
An example recursive definition
In this section a list quantification operator is developed illustrating the established methodology.
A display form object in the library provides a template for display of instances of the new operator as shown on the left side of the definition. A second library entry contains the definition or abstraction.
( l e t r e c l i s t -a l l ( L ) = i f n u l l ( L ) then T r u e e l s e h : :
An ML object defines the rewrite conversions used to selectively unroll occurrences of the l i s t -a l l operator. The conversion extends the reduction system to include the following behavior:
VxEh: : t . P [ X I DR P [hl A V x E t . P [ X I induced during proofs. It says that for appropriately typed arguments, the 1 i s t -a l l operator denotes a proposition. The theorem is proved by induction on L and then reduction under the R e d u c e tactic extended by the conversion for unfolding occurrences of 1 i s t -a1 1. The following lemmacharacterizes the l i s t -a l l operator in terms of those elements of T that are members of the list L.
* T 1 i s t -a 1 1 -a 11 -1 emma VT: U. VP: T -+ IP. VL: T L i s t . Veq: {T=,} . VXEL.
The type of boolean equalities respecting the built-in type equality for T is denoted {T=*}. Types having such equalities are said to be discrete. The list membership operator used here is a boolean function parameterized by a boolean equality. The a s s e r t operator, denoted ( b ) , lifts a boolean to a proposition.
In this lemma, the set type is being used as a subtyping mechanism to restrict attention to elements of T that happen to occur in the list L. We shall see a distinctly different application for the set type in the next section.
Extraction of general recursive content
The definition and lemmajust given for l i s t -a l l does not apply the proofs-as-types interpretation. It is essentially classical program verification performed in the Nuprl type theory. In this section we specify and prove a theorem whose extract is the function used above to define the l i s t -a l l operator.
A first specification
First, we state a theorem whose inhabitants are of the correct type. The type we are interested in is given by the well-formedness theorem for the 1 i s t -a l l operator, i.e.
__ ~~

U i P : (T+P) + L : T L i s t --+ P When L is a non-canonical list form, occurrences of V x E L . P [ X I are not evaluated. The code implementing
We use the characterization given by the lemma the conversion is uniform (modulo function names and term 1 i s t -a l l -a l l as a basis for the specification of the beinstances) for all recursive functions defined using letrec.
havior of the function. The uniformity of the mechanism for clean unfolding terms is perhaps the main advantage of using ordinary recursive definitions.
The third library entry related to this operator definition is a well-formedness theorem characterizing its type. *T 3p : P .Veq: {T=,} . Under the propositions-as-types interpretation we can understand the theorem as a specification for functions of type *T l i s t -a l l -w f VT:U.VP:T--+IP.VL:T L i s t . V x E L . P [ x I E P The theorem is named following the convention used by the well-formedness tactics which search for it by name T : u + P : ( T + P ) + L : T L i s t + p : I P X l [ p ] and automatically apply it when well-formedness goals are where 7 [ p ] is the proposition veq:{T=,}.pe (vx:{x:
4.2.ARefinedSpecification
The elements of the type are the terms inhabiting (proving) the proposition. In this specification, p is a proposition (an element of type P) that is true whenever 7 [p] is inhabited.
Using the extract of this theorem we can easily define a function that is extensionally equivalent to the one we are after by taking the first projection of the result of applying it to the appropriate arguments. Thus if f is the extract of the theorem, we can easily prove \dT:u.vP:T-+P.vL:T List.
(f(T) (P) (L)) .1 E
Where for any pair (x, y), (x, y) .
This is precisely the approach described in the Nuprl book [ 1, section 4.41 and elsewhere [IO, section 21.11. But the approach fails if we are interested in using the extract in proofs where we need efficient selective unfolding of terms and partial evaluations. The following term, shown after one step of reduction, was extracted from a natural proof of the 1 is t-a1 1-exi s t s-lemma.
then <True,Aeq.<A%,x.any Ax,X%.Ax>> else h: : t = L in let <p,%l>= (f(t)) in <P[hl A P, Xeq. iX%1@0. let < % 2 , % 3 > = %1@0 in Ax.let <%4,%5>-(%l(eq)) in let < % 9 , %lo> = (ext{discrete-eq-props} (T) (eq) ) in
There is no obvious way to evaluate the application of this term to a non-ground list without blowing up the term size with every unfolding. This is a serious problem in practice.
One approach is to minimize the logical content by hiding most of it in a set type. 
Proofs of this theorem still compute pairs but the right element of the pair is the term Ax.
is t-a-ex< s t s-lemma-l
The Nuprl set type was used above to define a subtype, now we use it to discard the unwanted computational content carried by proofs of specifications based on the existential quantifier. The following theorem justifies the replacement of the existential quantifier with a set type. The proof rules for the set type are noticeably similar to those for dependent product, but the extract of the set type does not include the proof that ' T [ p ] holds. The type of this specification is the one we want.
VT
T:U-+P: (T-+IF') +L:T List-+p
Having a statement of the theorem with the correct type and with the intended meaning we must prove it in a way that generated the extract we are most interested in. Specifically, we want to prove the theorem so that extract is a recursive function defined by letrec. We will return to the proof of the theorem 1 is t-all-ext after developing the necessary mechanism.
List Induction Extracting letrec
Induction on lists is defined by the Nuprl inference rule 1 i s tEliminat ion. The application of the rule generates the extract using the lis t-ind term whose computational behavior is as follows:
The ListInd tactic applies the rule. The goal in this section is to develop a new list induction tactic whose behavior mimics the ListInd tactic but having a recursion combinator defined using letrec as its extract.
The following theorem captures the familiar list induction principle. 
+ (VM:T List. P[MI)
Since our goal is a specific extract, to prove the induction principle we explicitly provide the witness term we are interested in.
Given the witness, the remainder of the proof is a verification that the witness term does indeed inhabit the type specified by the theorem. The proof is surprisingly intricate although it is modeled on a similar induction principle developed by Howe [5] for natural numbers and having a recursion combinator defined using Y as its extract.
A new tactic, ListIndY, facilitates the application of the induction principle. Lis tIndY duplicates the behavior of the ordinary ListInd tactic in most contexts. Taking as argument the hypothesis number of the induction variable, the tactic constructs the induction proposition (the function P of type T -+ IP) and then instantiates the l i s t-ind-wi th-y lemma. The instantiation of the lemma generates a number of well-formedness goals which are, in most contexts, easily discharged by the Auto tactic. Of the three remaining goals, one corresponds to the base case, the other to the induction step, and the third to the original sequent with the induction principle fully instantiated as a hypothesis. This third subgoal is discharged by an application of HypBackchain THEN A u t o leaving only two subgoals which match those produced by the List Ind tactic.
Extracts of theorems proved with the ListIndY tactic refer indirectly to the computational content of this theorem by including the term rext{list-ind-with-y}{i : 1}1. An ML object extends the reduction system to automatically unfold the extract when it is encountered by Reduce.
The context in which ListIndY does not behave as its counterpart L i s tInd is when proving well-formedness goals. The ListIndY tactic can not be used to show well-formedness. This is because the instantiation of the 1 i s t-ind-wi th-y lemma generates well-formedness subgoals for the induction proposition, these will essentially be identical to the original well-formedness lemma. However, this is not a limitation to the methodology since wellformedness goals for extract terms are easily discharged by appeal to the proof the term is extracted from.
Application of the tactic is shown in the next section.
A proof and extract
In this section we step through the proof of list-all-ext until we've completed as much as is required to generate the desired extract.
Recall the statement of the theorem (displayed here as a sequent with no hypotheses.) k vT:U.vP:T-+lF'.vL:T List.
{p:lF'/veq:{T=2}.
Stripping off the quantified variables results in the following sequent.
1. T: U 2. P: T+P 3. L: T List
The proof is by induction on the list L so we apply the tactic ListIndY (-1) which results in two subgoals. The first is the base case where L has been replaced by the empty list [ 1 in the conclusion.
1 {p : IP I veq: {T=L}.
To complete the proof we must choose a witness for p.
Noticing that lx (Eeq) [ I is false, we see that the right side of the iff is vacuously true and so we supply True as the witness for p. At this point the computational content on this branch of the proof is complete. The resulting subgoal is to verify the logical property that the proposition defining the set is indeed true when True substituted for p. E {p:~lveq:{T=,}~.
Hypothesis 6 is a hidden hypothesis (denoted by the brackets) that can not be used to build computational content. But we construct the witness for the set type in the conclusion without relying on 6. The variable p of hypothesis 5 corresponds the proposition that is true iff the specification holds for the list v. Thus, the proposition P [U] A p is the witness for the set type in the conclusion. Once the witness is provided, the computational content is completed and the hidden hypotheses can be used in the verification of the resulting logical property. The soundness of the dependent-setFormation proof rule is thejustification for unhiding hidden hypotheses when the witness is provided. A key to making this and other proofs like it succeed is the decomposition of hypotheses declaring set types whose logical content will be needed in the verification of the logical part of the conclusion.
Applying the Reduce tactic (in the system extended to unfold occurrences of lis t-ind-wi th-y as defined above) to the extract of the proof just given results in the following term.
To use this term in the same way the original list-all operator is used, a display form, a definition (having the extracted term as the right hand side of the definition), and a well-formedness theorem are defined. The ML function add-extrac t-abs, accepts a display-form template and the name of a theorem and constructs a display form object, a definition, and a well-formedness goal, which it tries to prove. All arguments outside the scope of the application of letrec that occur within the scope of the body of the letrec are made parameters of the abstraction. In practice this approach seems to work. Note that the first argument T in the extract above does not occur in the bcdy of the letrec and so is not included as an argument of the generated abstraction.
Some list examples
The following two list theorems have interesting extracts. The first theorem declares the existence of a list containing all sublists of its list argument. 
The following two definitions make the statement comprehensible.
The term extracted from a straight forward induction proof provides an obvious and elegant solution.
AL. (letrec
The second theorem asserts that for every two lists L and L I , there is a list of pairs containing all pairings of elements from L and L . *T all-pairs-ext b'T:U.vL,L':T List.
The following term, extracted from the inductive proof is an elegant, if somewhat intricate, recursive solution.
Related Work
The methodology in this paper owes much to [5] . In that paper, Howe described verification and extraction methodologies applied to Boyer-Moore's fast majority algorithm in Nuprl 3. He developed a natural number induction theorem having as its extract the recursion combinator defined by Y. Surprisingly, although Howe mentions the possibility of using the set type to clean-up the extracts, he did not do it there.
Certainly it is well known in the Nuprl community how the set type can be used to hide unwanted computational content. However, the approach is rarely applied in practice. Indeed, even in examples where the goal of the exercise is to extract computational content [ 1 , pg.86-931 they prefer the existential quantifier to the set type and choose to project the first element of the pair.
The problem of extracting clear programs from proofs in the Calculus of Constructions has been addressed by PaulinMohring [9, 1 11. The approach separates "computationally informative" and "non-informative'' propositions by syntactic means. This provides a means of eliminating the parts of the program corresponding to the logical specification. A similar idea of separating non-computational content from computationally interesting content is implemented in the system PX [4] . But neither system can define functions by ordinary recursion and neither provides a means for proving new induction principles as we have above.
Conclusions and Future Work
The work reported on here was motivated by need. In large proofs, it often happens that the form of a program is well known. In that case, the existing verification methodology works well. However, when development is driven from the proof side, often, the logical specification is known but the implementation is not. In the methodology reported on here, extracted programs obtain the same status as verified programs with respect to later use in other contexts of definition and proof.
We have shown by example how to massage the statement of the theorem 1 i s t -a l l -e x i s ts-lemma into a form of the correct type. The methodology has been applied to define a number of abstractions being applied in a proof of propositional intuitionistic decidability. We have developed tactics which generate proofs having l e t r e c forms as their extracts.
Perhaps most surprisingly, the proof of the example theorem 1 i s t -a1 1-ext is identical to the proof for the existential version l i s t -a l l . . e x i s i t s -l e m a . This seems to be generally true, the natural proof of the existential form is identical to the natural proof of the reformulated theorem with the set type replacing the existential quantifier. The identity of the proofs suggests that in many contexts, the existential quantifier, although it is the natural form, is the wrong one.
A number of other induction tactics have been defined which generate recursive functions as extracts. This includes an ordinary induction principle for the natural numbers, Complete Induction on the naturals, and induction principles over types defined using the Nuprl rec-type. The proofs of the induction principles are schematic to the one developed for list induction here. It is not inconceivable that these proofs could be automated to allow automatic generation cf induction principles for new types defined using the Nuprl rec-type.
